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Abstract 

In 2017 the Fryske Akademy (FA) started developing Poarte ta it Frysk (Frisian Language Portal)3, to 

provide open access to the historical and contemporary Frisian language material in an integrated way 

and to make the Frisian language data accessible for researchers, developers and language users. In 

this paper we will show how ONFW, the new online Dutch-Frisian dictionary, that the Fryske 

Akademy is compiling and editing (2016-2022), is integrated in the Poarte ta it Frysk infrastructure.  

We opted for a generic approach for publication and integration in the application landscape, based on 

data standards (TEI and Universal Dependencies (UD)) and development standards (eXist-db, 

Xquery, Bootstrap 4, Javascript and JSON). 

 

The dictionary module in TEI provides a generic way to encode dictionary information. However, to 

enable generic tool development we applied strict constraints and choices to the vast standard. UD 

offers standardized grammatical terminology that is also used in the other systems of the Poarte ta it 

Frysk. A transformation has been written to convert the existing FA encoding to TEI and UD, reusing 

the code that had already been written for importing paradigms into the dictionary. An important 

advantage is that lexicographers can continue to use their familiar editing environment. Furthermore, 

the conversion prepares the data for generic publication (reducing the publication effort) and JSON 

services. 

 

The standards-based XML database eXist-db is widely used for storing and querying TEI material. It 

offers features such as monitoring, management and index-based querying. Commercial support is 

available. For the dictionary a generic xar package, based on TEI Publisher, was developed. After 

installation in eXist-db and adding conforming dictionary data, a responsive dictionary application 

and JSON REST services are ready to use. A so called odd (one document does all) with a derived 

validation schema is provided to check data conformance. 

 

This approach has several advantages. First, data standardization enables the use and/or development 

of generic tools. Second, data standardization also improves the integration with other solutions. 

Third, this generic approach is of wider use. It can be applied to other bilingual dictionaries, but can 

also be a model for other areas in digital humanities. Integration with other initiatives, primarily TEI 

Lex-0, is high on our priority list in the Poarte ta it Frysk project, as is the availability of an editing 

environment. 

 

In our presentation we will explain in more detail the rationale behind the approach, the direct and 

future benefits, the internal workings and the possibilities for integration. A demonstration will 

underpin the value such an approach can have. 

 
3 http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11755/953394f3-51f3-49ee-ada2-f4c618a7deed 
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